ART – CURRICULUM INTENT
ASPIRE – CHALLENGE – ACHIEVE
Art enables students to develop a broad range of employable life skills including problem solving, patience,
and confidence. We believe our curriculum provides opportunity for our students to be inquisitive, resilient
and self‐critical which are important to personal success. The vocational aspect of the BTEC Art and Design
qualification means that our students can make outcomes for a purpose and understand how their
qualification is preparing them for the world of work within the creative industries, particularly relating to
the local job market. We are committed to nurturing independent, creative learners. A curriculum which is
underpinned by the stages of the creative process allows students to engage in and value the journey of
making art. This begins in KS3 and enables students to work with increasing independence as they progress
through the key stages.
A lack of confidence in drawing can be a barrier to creativity so we focus our KS3 curriculum on developing
an important toolkit of drawing skills and application of the formal elements. A ladder of key skills ensures
they are learnt and recapped through engaging schemes of work, igniting interest in art forms from a variety
of times and cultures. Students explore a broad range of traditional and non‐traditional materials,
techniques and processes covering a range of disciplines. Through this we encourage risk taking and allow
students to engage in an area in which they can excel. Outcomes are diverse at Giles Academy with students
opting to develop skills in fine art painting and drawing, printmaking, photography, graphics, textiles and
three dimensional design.
Students achieve well in Art due to our reflective approach, continually adapting the curriculum to meet the
needs and interests of our learners. In addition to this we carefully monitor individuals and implement
supportive interventions. We embrace diversity and our students have the opportunity to explore their
creative individuality in Art. Students are proud of their achievements and we exhibit their work in school,
through social media platforms and our annual exhibition which is open to the public. It is important for
students’ work to be seen and celebrated by their peers, family and community as it instils pride and gives
worth to their efforts.
It is important for our students to communicate visually, as well as being able to interpret and understand
imagery in the world around us. Visual analysis skills are therefore embedded within our KS3 and KS4
curriculum as we encourage students to learn, speak and write about the work of others whilst responding
to them practically. Students are actively encouraged to articulate their ideas and knowledge in written form
with emphasis on promoting good literacy.

ART & DESIGN – CURRICULUM MAP
Term 1
Year
7
Year
8
Year
9

Year
10
BTEC
Year
11
BTEC
2022
–
2023
Yr 11
GCSE
2021
–
2022
ONLY

Formal Elements
Drawing

Term 2
Pop Art
Drawing

World Cultures
World Cultures
Drawing & Painting Printmaking
Artist Research / Analysis
I, Me, Mine
I, Me, Mine
Drawing
Collage
Artist Research / Analysis
Unit 1
Artwork for a
Unit 1
Restaurant
Artwork for a Restaurant
Drawing and
Ceramics and Printing
Painting
Artist Research / Analysis
Unit 4 Celebrating
Unit 4
Culture
Celebrating Culture
3D Preparatory
3D Final Outcome
Work

Term 3
Pop Art
Painting
World Cultures
3D

Term 4
Term 5
Pop Art
Pop Art
Printmaking
3D
Artist Research / Analysis
Creatures
Creatures
Illustration
Printmaking

Artist Research / Analysis

Creatures
Personal Response

I, Me, Mine
3D

Landscape
Drawing

Landscape
Painting

Landscape
Personal Response

Unit 1
Artwork for a
Restaurant
2D / 3D Final
Outcome

Unit 3
Postcard From
Hunstanton
Drawing and
Painting

Unit 3
Postcard From
Hunstanton
Printing and
Photoshop

Unit 3
Postcard From
Hunstanton
2D Final Outcome

Unit 2
Externally Set
Personal Choice

Unit 2
Externally Set
Personal Choice ‐
EXAM

Artist Research / Analysis
‘The Everyday’
Personal Portfolio

Term 6
Pop Art
Personal Response

Externally Set
Preparatory Work

EXAM

ARTS & TEXTILES: SKILLS / KNOWLEDGE PROGRESSION BY THEMES

INSPIRATION &
RESEARCH

DRAWING &
RECORDING

LITERACY

Yr7

Our understanding of the
formal elements underpins
everything we record.
(LINE.TONE. SPACE.TEXTURE.
COLOUR.SHAPE.FORM.)

LEARNING
ABOUT &
RESPONDING
TO ARTISTS

EXPLORING
MATERIALS,
TECHNIQUES &
PROCESSES
2D, 3D & RINT MAKING

DEVELOPING
IDEAS, REVIEW &
REFINE
Critical reflection & problem
solving leads to progress &
mastery of skills

PRODUCING
AN OUTCOME
/ PERSONAL
RESPONSE

Food and
Everyday objects
How to mind map
a theme
Collecting
secondary sources

Intro to the formal
elements
Ellipses / cylinders
Basic colour mixing
Draw 3D shapes

Pop Artists:
Warhol,
Lichtenstein and
Oldenburg

2D: Pencil shading &
paint mixing
3D: Clay‐ slab &
thumb pot, junk
challenge

Multiple design ideas
based on stages 1‐4
of the creative
process. Self & peer
reflect

Clay food Students
are shown the
skills they need to
make their clay
designs & how to
customise

How to mind map
a theme?
Research

Identify the Formal
elements, defining
terms

Identify the formal
elements in
others’ work in our
writing and
Research skills

Identify the formal
elements in our own
work

Identify
strengths/weakness
and the formal
elements in our own
work

Identify strengths
and weakness and
the formal
elements in our
own work

Yr 8
LITERACY

Yr9
LITERACY

Insects and
Animals
How to mind map
a theme
Collecting
secondary sources

Basic shape method
Gridding methods
Applying tone and
Texture

Illustrators: Mark
Hearld, Lily O’Neil
+ choice

2D: Illustration
painting & drawing
including pointillism,
collage & mix media.

Multiple design
ideas based on
stages 1‐4 of the
creative process
Self and peer
reflection skills
Composition‐
background / middle
ground / foreground
Developing samples
and skills

Insect Illustration
Students are
shown the skills
they need to make
their final outcome
with elements of
choice

World Cultures
Researching info
Collecting
secondary sources

Shapes
3D Form
Pattern

Visual art forms of
other cultures:
Maori, Aborigine.,
African, Egypt.
Study 1 in depth

Print: Collagraph
3d: Clay tile and
mark making

How to mind map
a theme?
Researching info

Refer to formal
elements in own
annotations

Refer to the
formal elements in
others’ work in our
writing and
Research skills

Refer to formal
elements in own
annotations of
experiments

Write about
strengths/weakness
& the formal
elements in own
work leading to
developed ideas &
skills

Write about
strengths and
weakness and the
formal elements in
our own work

Landscape
Primary
photography
Selection of quality
sources

Perspective (1 & 2
point)
Mark making (line,
tone, texture) Adv.
colour mixing &
application

Landscape artists:
David Hockney,
Van Gogh

2D: Drawing and
painting including
further pointillism
leading to brush
marks and Impasto

Landscape
Painting
Student choose
landscape to paint
using skills from a
range taught in the
project

Still life 3D shapes &
form
Proportion

Portrait artists:
How to research &
select artists who
can inspire us. E.g.
M. Craig‐Martin &
Jacob Epstein

Printmaking: Dry
point etching
3D: clay heads

Multiple design
ideas based on
stages 1‐4 of
creative process
Self and peer
reflection skills
Developing samples
and skills to further
an idea including:
-Colour
combinations
‐Brush marks
‐Composition
‐Cropping & framing

Self‐Image and
Hobbies
Primary
photography
Selection of quality
sources

How to mind map
a theme?
Researching info

Analyse own use of
formal elements

Analysing other
artists use of the
formal elements in
our writing and
Research skills

Analyse own use of
formal elements in
experiments

Analyse
strengths/weakness
& the formal
elements in our own
work leading to
developed ideas &
skills

Analyse
strengths/weaknes
s and the formal
elements in our
own work

Clay mask or tile
Students are
shown skills they
need to make their
final outcome with
elements of choice

Clay head
Students are
shown the skills
they need to make
their final clay
designs and how
to customise

Yr10
LITERACY

Yr 11
LITERACY

Restaurant:
Choice of cuisine
Primary
photography

•Still life 3D shapes

5 Food artists to
choose from

2D: Still Life
3D: Slab & coil pots
Print: mono, dry
point etching & lino
‐ choose which to
develop

•Multiple design
ideas based on
stages 1‐4 of the
creative process.
•Self and peer
reflection skills
•Developing samples
and skills to further
an idea including:
-Colour
combinations
-Brush marks
-Composition
‐Cropping and
framing

Artwork suitable
for a local
restaurant
Students produce
a piece using 2D,
3D or print making
techniques

Cultural
Celebration:
Choice of culture
Researching info
Collecting
secondary sources

3D
LINE.TONE. TEXTURE.
COLOUR.SHAPE.
FORM.SPACE

Students choose
3D artists from
whom to take
inspiration:
•How to research
& select artists
who can inspire us.

3D: Paper mache,
wire, Modroc,
textiles, clay, card
construction
Students choose
which to develop

How to mind map
a theme?
Researching info

Evaluating own use of
formal elements

Evaluating other
artists use of
formal elements &
identifying ways to
include in own
work & Research
skills

Evaluate own use of
formal elements in
experiments

Evaluate
strengths/weakness
& the formal
elements in own
work leading to
develop ideas &
skills

Evaluate
strengths/weaknes
s and the formal
elements in our
own work in
response to a brief

Hunstanton:
Begins with a visit
to inspire ideas –
Sea life centre,
beach and town.
Primary
photography

2D LINE.TONE.
TEXTURE
COLOUR.SHAPE.
FORM.SPACE

Students choose
artists from whom
to take inspiration
Using websites as
a resource e.g.
Tate & Pinteres.

2D: watercolour,
acrylic, pastel, inks,
mixed media.
Students choose
which to develop

Multiple design
ideas based on
stages 1‐4 of the
creative process

2D artwork to be
features on a
postcard: Students
produce a piece
using their chosen
2D materials,
techniques and
processes

Exam: Choice of 2‐
3 externally set
themes
•Researching info
•Collecting primary
& secondary
sources

LINE.TONE. TEXTURE.
COLOUR.SHAPE.
FORM.SPACE

Students choose
artists from whom
to take inspiration
•Using websites as
a resource e.g.
Tate. & Pinterest

Choice: 2D, 3D or
Printmaking

How to mind map
a theme?
Researching info

Evaluating own use of
formal elements

Evaluating other
artists use of
formal elements
and synthesising
this in our practical
work & Research
skills

Evaluate own use of
formal elements in
experiments

Self and peer
reflection skills
Developing samples
and skills to further a
range of ideas as
needed

Evaluate
strengths/weakness
& the formal
elements in own
work leading to
develop ideas &
skills

3D artwork to be
sold in a pop up
shop: Students
produce a piece
using their chosen
3D materials,
techniques and
processes

Choice of
externally set
briefs with
vocational
scenario

Evaluate
strengths/weaknes
s and the formal
elements in our
own work

Core skills to be covered in every year:
 Applying the stages of the creative process
 Working safely in a practical space
 Writing about the work of others using correct terminology
 Writing about own work using correct terminology
 Being able to identify and apply the formal elements
Art &
In addition to the core skills, the following practical skills will be covered and
Design
built up across the years:

Year 7

Year 8
Recapping
skills from
previous
years as
well as….

Year 9
Recapping
skills from
previous
years as
well as….

Year 10
Recapping
skills from
previous
years as
well as….

Year 11
Recapping
skills from
previous
years as
well as….

Drawing and Painting:
SHAPE drawing from sources
FORM drawing simple 3D shapes e.g. cylinder
using ellipses, spheres
TONE applying tone to 3D shapes
COLOUR colour wheel, primary, secondary,
tertiary complementary, harmonious. Mixing
tints and shades.

Ceramics/3D:
Clay cutting and mark making
Forming – sculpting, thumb pot and slab building
Joining – score and slip
Finishing ‐ paint

2D Drawing and Painting:
SHAPE and FORM – gridding
method, simple shapes method.
TONE contrast and pointillism
COLOUR colour theory
application
Using a craft knife safely
Watercolour painting skills

Ceramics/3D:
Mark Making
Relief

Print making:
Simple relief prints—1 colour

Drawing and Painting:
FORM Perspective – 1 point and
aerial / Proportions of the face /
Cubes
COLOUR mixing secondary and
tertiary with paint
Drawing from observation
TEXTURE—in painting though
TONE and mark making
Intro to acrylic paint

Ceramics /3D:
Modelling / sculpting in detail
(the face)
Finishing e.g. glaze

Print making:
Intaglio
Relief prints—more than 1
colour

Drawing and Painting:
Acrylic painting
Gouache

Ceramics /3D:
Coil pot
Slab pot
Surface relief & mark making

Print making:
Intaglio
Relief prints—2‐3 colour

Drawing and Painting:
Students will develop an area of
interest relevant to their
intentions

Ceramics/3D:
Card construction
Weaving
Advanced coil and slab pot
Glazing

Print making:
Intaglio
Relief prints—2‐3 colour

